
Natural look, pleasant feel.
RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX.

The 
super-matt 
exterior � lm.



RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX. 
Like real wood.

Matt surfaces are very much in vogue. This new exterior � lm with 
an innovative surface gives window pro� les, doors and door in� ll 
panels the attractive appearance and smooth feel of real wood.

RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX Super-Matt is the name of the new � lm 
grade based on the plasticiser free PVC � lm RENOLIT EXOFOL PX. 
For  optimum naturalness, the deep, � owing wood grain texture 
VLF is combined with a transparent polyvinylidene � uoride (PVDF) 
layer. The result is a surface that is practically indistinguishable 
from real wood.



Wood like 
appearancePleasant feel

Easy to clean 
including 
anti-gra�  ti

Innovative 
copolymer 
technology

Durable and easy to clean.

RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX Super-Matt has a very matt surface with low 
surface tension. 

The PVDF surface improves surface protection and increases the 
� lms resistant to dirt and chemicals. Dust and dirt particles are 
 prevented from  sticking. Water, soap or detergent as well as a soft 
brush or sponge are su�  cient for cleaning. Even stubborn dirt or 
gra�  ti can easily be removed.



Transparent 
PVDF layer

Transparent 
PMMA � lm

Unplasticised, 
pigmented PVC 
base � lm with SST

Primer

Diagram showing the structure of the exterior � lm 
RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX

Stay cool, even when it’s hot.

Solar Shield Technology (SST) is the heat protection technology used 
in all RENOLIT EXOFOL � lms.

IR-re� ecting colour pigments reduce the temperature variations 
 between the outer and inner pro� le surface. As a result, pro� les 
retain their dimensional stability and windows and doors retain 
their shape.

RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX Super-Matt is primed on the reverse to improve 
adhesion.

Printing ink



Beautiful and reliable - guaranteed.

Warranty periods for RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX.

Authentic woodgrain texture.

The surface texture of RENOLIT EXOFOL PFX Super-Matt is varied 
and harmonises particularly well with our authentic oak décors.

With its structured brushed pore, the surface resembles that of 
 naturally grown oak.
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